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1.Poem :- The Wood of Flowers ( Learn The Poem) 

 
2. Prose :- Is The Lion Really The King of Beasts ( Part - A,B,C) 

* Read the story by heart. 
* Learn the spellings. 

 
 Summary of the story :- 
  Lion is a catlike wild animal. Lions live in Africa and Gujarat in India.  

 Male lions have manes around their faces. So, they look majestic. 
                      Elephants, Giraffes, Rhinoceros and Water Buffaloes are not afraid of 
                      lions. The father lion makes the animals run towards the waiting mother 
                      and the mother lion does the killing. 
 
3. Write the Questions and Answers (In Book) : 
   * Practice Activity (A, B, C) 
     Page Nos : 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 
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WORD BENGALI 
MEANING 

SYNONYM ANTONYM PARTS OF 
SPEECH 

DESERVE �যাগ� WORTHY WORTHLESS VERB 
 

APPEARANCE উপি�িত PRESENCE DISAPPEARANC
E 

NOUN 

STRONG বলবান ROBUST WEAK ADJECTIVE 
LARGEST বহৃ�ম BIGGEST SMALLEST ADJECTIVE 

QUITE স�ূণ� TOTALLY PARTIALLY ADVERB 
AFRAID OF ভীত FRIGHTENED XXX ADJECTIVE 

FEAR ভয় TERROR COURAGE NOUN 
TOUGH শ� ROBUST SICKLY ADJECTIVE 

POWERFUL শি�শালী STRENGTHFUL POWERLESS ADJECTIVE 
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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 
 
1. Why is the lion called the king of beasts? 
 
Ans. The lion is called the king of beasts for its proud looking(গিব�ত �চহারা)  
     and majestic(রাজকীয়) appearance. 
 
2. Describe a rhinoceros. 
 
Ans. A rhinoceros is a tough, large and weighty animal. It is a herbivorous(তৃণেভাজী) 
     animal. It has a sharp horn and thick and protective skin. It is a powerful 
     animal. We can see this animal in the forest of Assam and Dooars. 
 
3. Describe a lion. 
 
Ans. A lion is a strong carnivorous(মাংসাশী) animal. Its body is covered with hard 
     tawny fur. It is fond of raw flesh and blood. The male lions have mane around 
     its faces. It is known as the king of the beasts.  
 
4. Which herbivorous animals are not afraid of lions? 
 
Ans. Herbivorous animals like rhinoceros, giraffe, elephant and water buffalo are 
     not afraid of lions. 
 
5. How does the lion hunt? 
 
Ans. The lions hunt in a pair. The father lion makes the animals run towards the 
     waiting mother. The mother lion does the actual killing. 
 
6. Name four famous forests of India. 
 
Ans. Four famous forests of India are- 
 
      *Dooars in West Bengal 
      *Sundarbans in West Bengal 
      *Gir in Gujarat 
      *Kaziranga in Assam 
 
7. Name two cat-like animals and why are they called as? 
  
Ans. Two cat-like animals are tigers and lions. They are bigger but they look like 
     cats. So, they are called cat-like animals. 
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1. Answer in one or two words: 
a) Where do almost all the lions live? 
b) Why does the lion hunt? 
 
2. Answer in a sentence: 
a) What do the  male lions have around their faces? 
b) What type of animal is the rhinoceros? 
 
3. Correct the spelling: girafe, runing 
 
4. Turn the following sentence into interrogative and negative form: 
    - The lion is a strong animal. 
 
5. Match the table: 
  
         A                                B 
   * Gir                                * great tufts of tawny hour 
   * Female lion                  * elephant 
   * largest land animal      * lioness 
   * Rhinoceros                  * Gujarat 
   * Male lion                      * thick skin 
 
6. Make sentence with: Forest, Proud, Great, Friendly, hunter 
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            : GRAMMAR PART : 
  
1. Arrange the words to make a sentence : 
   - for good milk health fruits are and. 
 
2. Find out the subject and predicate : 
   - The boys and girls of our school are very obedient. 



 
3. Frame sentence as directed :- 
   Subject(noun) + Present form of verb To Have + no/not +rest. 
 
4. Put capital letters and punctuate the sentence : 
   mr roy lives in delhi. 
 
5. Choose the right word : 
   a) It is not (a/an) easy task. 
   b) The (thiefs/thieves) entered the room. 
   c) We should not (tail/tell/tale) lie. 
   d) Please help me.(Interrogative sentence/Imperative sentence) 
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6. I do not like milk. 
   What type of sentence is it and why? 
 
Ans. It is an assertive sentence in negative form,as it asserts something. 
 
7. The road is very ____ . 
   Put the correct Parts of speech in the blank and why is it called so? 
Ans. The road is very narrow. Because the word ‘narrow’ describes the noun ‘The 
road’. 
 
 * এ ধরেণর কাজ বািড়েত অভ�াস করেব । 
 * এ ছাড়া  1st terminal এর জন� �য  grammar syllabus এ �দওয়া িছল �স�িল ভােলা কের অভ�াস 
করেব  এবং  class-2 �ত  যা  grammar পেড়িছেল তা অভ�াস করেব । 
 
8. Unseen topic : (Write four lines on the following topics) 
   Visit to a market, Your teacher, Almirah, Your study table 
 


